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WEBKINZ PETS:
Welcome to Webkinz World!
We're happy to see you for the first time
If you like music a lot,
Then try out our musical thing in rhyme

We've got a jukebox
That lets you play the Webkinz songs
We call it Kinztunes
They help you smile and get along

PINK PONY:
See my awards?
I've got them on my shelf and everybody's proud of
me.

WHITE TERRIER:
My big boyfriend is the border collie
And I think we'll go in harmony.

HIMALAYAN CAT:
I've invited all my cat friends
To the party in my house.

COCKER SPANIEL:
And I'm the star of the Webkinz tag
I think it will not harm a mouse.

WEBKINZ PETS:
Let's go to Kinztunes just in time!
We never wait for the fun to start
Kinztunes, Kinztunes, impress us all
We have one united heart!

LION:
I'm the king of the jungle
And my queen will stay right by my side.

PERSIAN CAT:
I encountered my future husband
Who bumped into me and we took a ride.
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PINK GOOGLES:
A couple of pretty pandas say
That I'm a pinky Googles star.

GRAY ARABIAN HORSE:
I outran the other horses
To win the race wherever we are.

WEBKINZ PETS:
Let's go to Kinztunes just in time!
We never wait for the fun to start
Kinztunes, Kinztunes, impress us all
We have one united heart!

(spotted frog and cats play instruments)

KOALA:
This is why I met a tree kangaroo named Joey.
Isn't it neat?

SCHNAUZER:
I'm a schnauzer and I attend the Kinzville school,
But why do I have the wrong voice? That's too cheat!

GOLDEN RETRIEVER:
I've got a new friend which is the pom-pom kitty.

POM-POM KITTY:
And the golden retriever is my new friend too.

PUG:
When I get tired, I would like to rest on
The Bark-o-Lounger if it's fine with you.

WEBKINZ PETS:
Let's go to Kinztunes just in time!
We never wait for the fun to start
Kinztunes, Kinztunes, impress us all
We have one united heart!

Let's go Kinztunes! Let's dance!
Let's go Kinztunes! Let's dance!
Let's go Kinztunes! Let's dance!
Let's go Kinztunes! Let's go!

ALLEY CAT:
"K"!

COW:
"I"!



SPOTTED FROG:
"N"!

LEOPARD:
"Z"!

CHARCOAL CAT:
"T"!

BULLDOG:
"U"!

GINGER CAT:
"N"!

SKUNK:
"E"!

PIG:
"S"!

RACCOON:
What does it spell?

WEBKINZ PETS:
Kinztunes! YAY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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